Art and fun corner
1.Background and introduction
If you are not only interested in radiation protection but are happy to create something related to the
topic, then this conference is for you! Submitted works of art, which can be any works of fine art, even
cartoons, will be displayed in the hallway of the conference venue.
2. Who can exhibit there work of art:
- Anyone who is registered and paid the registration fee at the IRPA2022.
3. Submitting
- Any form of works of art can be displayed. The only restriction has to be some connection to
radiation protection and the work of art should be approved by the organiser of IRPA 2022.
- For application please send a picture and a short description of the work of art by e-mail to the
following address: irpa2022@akcongress.com
- Submitting Deadline: 30. 01.2022.
4. Presentations
If the work of art is a physical object, it can be displayed in the corridors of the congress venue. The
artist can put their contact information next to their work of art.
If the work of art is a digital object, it can be displayed on monitors like other posters in the congress.
If the artist would like to have a presentation, he/she can apply for a poster presentation through the
registration website of the congress. At the topics, please add at the note part “Art and Fun corner”
5. Others
The organiser is responsible only for providing space for the art during IRPA2022 congress.
The transportation of the physical work of art is the responsibility of the artist.
IRPA2022 may cancel this event due to unforeseen circumstances.
Participation at this event is voluntary and Applicants and attendees forever release IRPA2022, their
affiliates, partners, sponsors, employees of these organizations, and volunteers from any and all
claims, costs, expenses, suits, liabilities, losses, and damages.
Some examples are attached to Annex 1. Artist: Zsolt Déri (REPS-HPS)
IRPA2022 and regional partners reserve the right to deny entrance to anyone, as well as the right to
ask anyone to leave this event.
Kind regards,
János Petrányi, PhD
chair of the 6th European IRPA Congress
board member of REPS-HPS (Hungarian IRPA AS)

Annex 1 Examples for Art and Fun corner. Artist: Zsolt Déri (REPS-HPS)

